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PRESS RELEASE 
NEW HEAD OF KESSLER 
ST. GALLEN BUSINESS UNIT  
 
Zurich, January 7, 2019 – Eva Holenstein takes over as Head of the Kessler St. Gallen 
Business Unit with effect from January 1, 2019. 
 
Kessler has appointed Eva Holenstein as the Regional Head of Kessler St. Gallen with effect from 
January 1, 2019. She joined Kessler on January 1, 2016 as an insurance line specialist. Prior to that, 
she worked at AXA for 12 years in various capacities, most recently as deputy head of the corporate 
customers broker center team in the non-life business unit. Eva Holenstein is a certified insurance 
economics expert and entered in the register of insurance intermediaries (Finma). She calls Eastern 
Switzerland her home and lives with her husband in Appenzellerland.  
 
Christian Kessler, Managing Partner, wishes Eva Holenstein all the best and much enjoyment in her 
new position, adding: “In Eva Holenstein, we have found a young, motivated leader who will be fully 
committed to the satisfaction of our clients in the region and to the quality of our services.” 
 
Eva Holenstein is taking over the position of Emmanuel Anrig, who is passing on his leadership role in 
the context of a long-term and foresightful handover due to age. We are pleased that Emmanuel Anrig 
will continue to serve his clients in the capacity of client executive. He has been working at Kessler for 
13 years and during this time has helped to influence and shape our greatly expanded presence in 
Eastern Switzerland. The Executive Committee thanks Emmanuel Anrig for his very valuable service 
to the region and to Kessler’s clients. 
 
 
For further questions please contact: 
Pascal Schweingruber 
T +41 44 387 87 65 
pascal.schweingruber@kessler.ch 

 
 

 

Kessler is the leading Swiss enterprise specializing in risk, insurance and pension fund consulting. Due to the know-how and 

experience of our staff, our innovative strength as well as our market position, we create added value in a sustainable manner 

for our clients from all parts of industry (i.e. service, trading and manufacturing companies as well as the public sector). Our 

excellent reputation combined with our financial success form the foundation of our long-term future as an independent family 

enterprise. Founded in 1915, Kessler has 275 employees working at its headquarters in Zurich as well as at further sites in 

Aarau, Basel, Bern, Geneva, Lausanne, Lucerne, Neuchâtel, St. Gallen and Vaduz. As the Swiss partner of Marsh, we are 

part of a network with specialists in all areas of risk management and are experienced in handling global insurance programs. 

Marsh, the world’s leading insurance broker and risk consultant, operates in more than 100 countries and is part of Marsh & 

McLennan Companies, whose share is traded on the New York, Chicago and London Stock Exchanges (ticker symbol: 

MMC). Further information can be found at www.kessler.ch, www.marsh.com, www.mmc.com. 




